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Abstract.
X

Let M

and Giuseppe Zampieri

be a real analytic manifold, QcM

an open

set,

a complexification of M, P a pseudodifferential operator on X.
Using

domains

the action of P

over holomorphic

functions on suitable

of X, by [B‑S], and the theory of representation of micro‑

functions at the boundary (Cqix)t*mx, by [S‑Z], [Z], we
P defines in a natural manner
us note that the hypotheses
where

a sheaf morphism
on dQ

show

that

of (Cq＼x)t*mx‑ Let

are here weaker

than in [K

2]

dQ is supposed to be analytic.

We

also easily prove that P is an isomorphism

of (Cqix)t*mx out

of T%Xr＼char (P) (both by composition rule and by non‑characteristic
deformation).
We
work

shall apply

the method

of this paper in our forthcoming

on regularity at the boundary

for solutions of P(cf. [D'A‑Z]).

0. Preliminaries.
Let M

be a C"'‑manifold, X a complexification of M.

T*X

the cotangent bundles to M, X, and by T%X

T*M,
to M

in I; in particular we denote by T*X

We

denote by

the conormal bundle

the zero section of T*X.

We

set

t*X=T*X＼T%X.
For subsets S, V(zX

one denotes by C{S, V) the normal

cone to S

V and by N(S) the normal cone to S in X; these are objects of TX
We

will denote by BM (resp. CM＼x) the sheaf of hyperfunctions

along

(cf. [K‑S]).
on M (resp.

of microfunctions).
Let

Q

be an

open

subset of M

defined in [S] (cf. also [K
(1)

Q is O‑convex.

(2)

H＼CQ[x)=(COiX)T*x.
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and let Cq]X be the complex

1]). In this paper we shall assume
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of sheaves
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can prove that if Q has a C2‑boundary
Let y be an open subset of QXMTMX

UdX

then (1) and (2) are satisfied.)
with

convex

conic fibers; a domain

is said to be an Q‑tuboid with profile y iff C(X＼U,

open set JiCiTX

with convex

Q)ny1=0

for some

conic fiberssuch that y{Ho(N{Q)), p(Ti)^T‑

TMX

<￡―MXxTX

Here

<― TM

are the canonical maps.
If one chooses coordinates x<bM,

z=xJrV―IjgI

then U is an i2‑tuboid

with profile y iff for every y'<$=Lyt here exists e=sr
UZ){(x, y)^QxMy';
(Here we identify TMX
For example

X

such that

＼y＼<sdist(x, 8Q)Al＼.

in local coordinates.)

if Q={Xi>0}

and y=QX{yn>0},

U={(x,

y)^X;

x^Q,

the set

ynxx>y'*＼

is an J2‑tuboid with profile y.
We

now

recall how

sections of (Cqix)t*mx can be represented as boundary

values of holomorphic functions (cf. [S‑Z], [Z]).
Take

f(Eiz*rroa((CQix)T*MxXS), S a ball in a local chart M=Rn,

‑≫M the projection, ycQ
7t{y)=Sr＼Q.
being

both

Then

XMTMX

one can

open with convex conic fibers over S and with

write / as the boundary

an i2‑tuboid with profile y and a domain

subject we refer the reader to [Z].

Note

concerning

the

the

n: T%X

representation

of

here

value b(F), F(=OX{U),
of holomorphy.

U

At this

that the results of [S‑Z], [Z]

stalks {7t^ryaa{{CQ]X)T^x))x, x^it{y),

easily extend to global sections over vectors spaces.
For f^rQ{BM)i,

xEidQ,

one denotes by SSa(f) the support of / identified

to a section of (Cqix)t*mx in n
one

proves

＼x). On account of the above

that given (*, V^I^eT^X

^ib(Fj) with Fj holomorphic

one has (x, V^I^SSflC/)

in Ujf Uj i2‑tuboid whose

One also gets the following decomposition
Let /e/flCSjfXS)
per convex

and decompose

^x^Tc{yi)=Sr＼Q).

￡?‑tuboid(of holomorphy)
Let P^ex,t*

One

one can

‑LRn,

((r*a)* closed pro‑

write f=2b(Fi),

be a pseudodifferential operator of order m

z=x + s/^ly^X=Cn,

ELT%X^Rnx‑>/

of microsupport.

±‑1(S)nSSi3(/)cU,r*%

Then

iff /=

profile y} verifies V―＼fj

Fj^Ox(Uj),

Uj

with profile y,.

borhood of a point t*^t%X.
<=M=Rn,

characterization

Fix a system of coordinates near t*: x=(xi, ･･･,xn)
(z;Q^T*X=CnxCn,

t*=(x＼ V

can write the symbol

defined in a neigh‑

￡=￡+ V=It],(x ',V^ij)

‑Lt}),^=(0, ･･･, 0, 1).

of P as
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JlPtiz, 0,

UxW

P^QT*x(UxW)

open subsetof T*X, Wu{Z:

￨C*I^￡olCI, i=h

‑ , w‑1}, f/3i, Pz homo‑

geneous in C of degree /,
＼Z＼l＼P‑i(z,Q＼￡Ml0+H＼

sup
t&J, iCilS&olSnl'

In [B‑S] Bony
fixes a complex

and Schapira have shown

hyperplane

that, under these conditions, if one

Z= {z: <z, r]}=xn+V―Is}

it is possible to define

an "action" for P over holomorphic functions on suitable domains.
Definition
k‑I‑plat

0.1. Let k>0.

An

open convex

Mz^U,

VfeJ

such

refer the reader

holomorphic

1.

of Cn is said to be

that ＼zn―zn＼ ^k＼zt―zt＼,

i=l, ･･■
, n―1 we have
We

subset U

if:

to [B‑S]

Z<^Ur＼2.

for the definition of the operator P2 over

functions defined in domains

k0―I―plat

with diameter fSl/M0.

Definition of the action.

Let P(E<SX(V) be a pseudodifferential operator on an open set Vat%X.
Our

aim

is to define an action for P

over sections of {Cq＼X)t*mx‑ More

precisely, if a is the map
a: 7t‑＼rQ{BM)) ―> (CqiX)t￡x ,
we will show
To

how

this end we

P operates on a(7:

will proceed in several steps.

First we will make
functions defined on
a{iz

＼ra(^M)))＼v.

the operator act on cohomology
42‑tuboids with

prescribed profile. Since each

1{rQ{^M)))is represented as boundary

fined on a domain

as above we

classes of holomorphic

value of a holomorphic

germ

of

function de‑

can interpret the previous action as an action

over {fiL(jc‑＼r(&&H)))＼x.‑/=ii,‑>,
for every (x, V^ly^V.
Finally we

will show

how

P

operates on a{K'＼rQ{SM)))＼v glueing up the

actions over each fiber.
Let (x, V^I^eF
We
(where

with x<b8Q.

fix a system of local coordinates so that ^=(0, ･･･, 0, 1), Q={x
p(x)=x1―<p(x2, ･･･, xn) for a convex

is defined on a set UxV

function <p),and the symbol

as in the previous section.

Let
S={x

; p(x)>0}

; ＼x―x＼<r},

of P
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and let F be an open proper convex cone of Rn

F*aC.{r); ＼Vi＼<kVn,
i=l, ･‑, n‑l),
For b>0

k<^.

let

(1.1)

U=Ur,b=((Sr＼Q)+V‑ir)r＼U;

＼y＼<bp{x)}

Let F<=Qx(U); we shallnow define how P operateson f=a(b(F)).
For x^dQnS,

r)^r*a, ￨f]￨=1, veiV+, let
r

I

11

￡x = x+jx;

X!>‑7‑￨x'￨￨

let ps be the function defined by Qs ―{x ; px>0}.

Observe that Qr＼S=＼jQsnS

for k small.
Consider
Us=Us,r,b=((SnQz)+V=ir)n{z;
UStV={z;
a ^‑^.^y‑plat
Onp

＼y＼<bps(x)},

＼zn‑zn＼^k＼zi―Zi＼,
z^Is^,v^=^z^Ur＼IStfj,v},

set.

fan rpw7rifp

Us,v=＼z={z',zn)tEX',

2

71

Xfl

V‑l
V

<￡dist((V, Xn + ^̲1),Z‑X,^lj))

and hence deduce at once the convexity of Us,v.
Remark
k<kQ/5)

1.2.

Us,v is (l/2(&0―k)― ￨iy―#￨)‑Ja.$fV‑plat(due

thus ￡73‑a;
is (kQ―k)‑Zs,r,,v‑V>te.t
and

moreover

to ＼7)‑7]＼<k,

it contains the largest

l/2(&o―fc)‑‑￡*.,.1,‑plat
set F such that
k n2j,

‑q.v―Ux^r'x^x,i ],v
･

One has
Lemma

1.3.

For every S'<mS there exists b'―b'S'<b and for

every PmF

there exists b"=b'f< so that for every x:
(1)

＼J(Us,vr＼Us)z)(Qs

(2)

＼J{Us,vr＼{z:yn<l/v})‑D{z;x^Qs,y^‑b"ps{x)f]‑＼‑r',yn<b'Pi{x)}r＼B',
V

where

B' = S' + V‑lRn.

+ v‑ir)r＼{z;

yn<b'P2(x)}r＼B',

Analysis of the action of a pseudodifferential operator
Proof.
{z; xgS',

(1) can

be easily proved

yn<b'px{x)}

is a convex

by
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taking b' such that ＼J(Us,vr＼Us)r＼

set. As for (2) one sees that for some

b"

one has that for every z in the right hand side of (2) there exists v such that:
I wn―zn＼ >k＼w'―z'＼,
To

w<^Is,%,v=$

w^Usr＼Sx,^,v―USiV.

this end b" has to be chosen small with respect to s where
r*a<z{v;
In

particular

V(Ux.vn{z:
V

Remark

W＼<(k‑t)‑nn}.

m

＼J(Us,vr＼Us) is a ￡?￡‑tuboid with
profile
V
v)＼is a ￡?x‑tuboid with profile i2* + V―112"

yn<U

1.4.

We

s is such that

Qs+V―IF

and

also observe that (Us,v+ir＼Ux,v)is k‑2Xy71iV‑platand

(Ux.v+ir＼Us,v)r＼2x.f },v+i=(UsnUs,v)r＼Zx, $.,+!.
Set

Us.≫=Us,≫n{z; y^‑b"Pz(x)f]

+ r', yn<b'ps{x)},

and note that, by a suitable choice of b', b", U$,vr＼B' and ＼jOs,v＼JBfare Stein
V
domains (cf. the statement before Remark 1.2). ^, ../GCilt/x^Pit/i)
as de‑
fined in [B‑S].

By [B‑S, Theoreme 2.5.1],and by Remark 1.4, we get

(1.5)
Put
rr
these

functions

,― pv

F―Pv

F‑

satisfy
HViv< ‑＼‑Hv>
tV=0
iiv.v' ＼

Since

H＼＼JUs,vr＼B',

GV‑GV.=HV,V,

V

Summarizing

in Us,vi

Ox)=0

then

there

exists

Gv<EOx(0x.vr＼B')

such

＼Us,v.r^B'.

up, to every

(1.6)

Hvi
,v≫"￨‑‑r/v",i<==0
.

F^OX{U),

we

can associate

a function

P2s^FtE0x(＼jMs.≫r＼UxnB')

setting
PSx,^＼uSi
This

function

vr＼Usr＼B'=:PXx,?j,vF

Gi,＼us%
vnV%r＼B'■

satisfies

Pis,^PIs.vF

in Hkwa!LG*.vr＼B',Oz)

r{Os,vr＼Usr＼B',ox)
r(Os,vr＼B', Ox)

that

Andrea D'Agnolo
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1.7.

Let {ftv},ftv＼O,be another sequence and let P‑ss .Fbea

function de‑

fined as in (1.6)(with 1/v replaced by fiv). Similarly as before we

get

P'x^F‑Ps^FtEOxiKJJiUi.vKJUi.nJ).
On

the other hand, since
m＼jv(0x,vn0x.Mv))na(.(S'nQx)xxtM)i=

then a{b{PIs^F))=a{b(PkSi.F))
(ii) In the same way
neither on

7i

＼Q,r＼S').

one proves that a{b{PSsfiF))＼Jl‑^Q.riS^
d oes not depend

the choice of the constant b nor on the sets F, S (as long

as the conditions of Remark
we

in

0.

And

now

Due

to the convexity of Q

1.2 are satisfied).

consider Q instead of Qs‑
we observe that

#=(

U
)Us,≫r＼B'
v,xe.dQr＼S

is stilla Stein domain.
Reasoning

as before we get

Proposition

1.8. To any F(BOX(U)

we can associatea holomorphic function

Pzf<=Ox@r＼U),
such that
PSflF=PSs.F

in

Hhtiw(＼Jv0s,vr＼B',Ox).

Note that, on the same line as Lemma

1.3, one proves that Ur＼U

is a Q‑

tuboid with profile Q + V^IF.
Remark
WdQ)

1.9.

By

its very

definition it is clear that a(b(‑Pr°‑F))l‑‑icwo
(for

equals i^a(6(^))l≫‑i≪n defined in [B‑S].

The
Let/

compatibility with the action of P on Cm＼x is thus assured.
G^^T^jfJP),

W=S

tion we can write f=b(F),
+ V=IF,

i.e. VS'mS,

(1.10)
According

+ V^l

F(EOx(U), U

MPrnF,

3b so that UzXJ'

U'=((S'nQ)+V=ir)r,{z:
to Proposition 1.8 we

and by Remark

int F*a;

on account of the firstsec‑

being an ￡‑tuboid with profile(Sr＼Q)
where

＼y＼<bp(x)},

can define an holomorphic

function Ps,(F＼u>)

1.7 PsXF＼u>)＼s+v^natr*a does not depend on U'.

Analysis of the action of a pseudodifferential operator
It does not depend
if b{F‑F')＼w=Q

then

{z: ＼y＼<bjp(x)} where
Reasoning

on the choice of the representative F
KF‑F'^SjKF,),
F'jmFj
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neither.

In fact

Fj^OxiU',), U'j=((S'nQ)+V=lr'j)r＼

with rjnint

F*=0.

as in the proof of Proposition 1.8 we get
Ps^Fj&OxiUjrMz:

＼y＼<b'jP(x)}r＼{S"+V=lRn))

and thus
6(Px/‑i^//)l3'+^=TciI≫＼cuyO*a≫=0;
for S" + V

l{Rn＼(＼Jjr'j*a))/W

Remark

we have

1.11. By similar arguments

thus given an action of P over /.
as before one gets:

SSQb(Ps.F)dSSQb(F).
And

now

we

have to define an action over generic sections.

Given an open subset V'dVrMi

＼Q)

an open covering {Vt*}t*ev, V^―S^+V^‑i
Ft*^Ox(U't*) (U't*as in (1.1) with 5, F
t^=(x＼

and /e^s'T^J^XF'),

we

can find

int(r￡*)*a so that f＼v^―b(Ft*) with
replaced by Si*, F't* respectively). Lei

V'^lr)i) z=l, 2: then

Proposition
Proof.

1.12. <x{b{Ps xFt*i)‑b{Ps 2Ft*z))=0 in Vt^r＼Vm.

Let t*3<^V t*ir＼Vt *zthen it is enough

(1.13)

to show

that

a{b{PSrilFt*,))t^=a{b{PS7]ZFt^))t*3.

First notice that it is possible to take F￡*i=Ft*3due to Remark

1.7.

If o^nr)?3(1.13) is then obvious.
If x'= xz (1.13) follows from
an analogous of Lemma
We

have

then

1.3.

shown

Remark

1.2, [B‑S, Remarque

2.5.3] and from

m

that the sections {b{Ps Ft*)}t*define a section of

(Cq＼x)t*mx(V')which, of course, will be denoted by Pf.
Let
nV',

be an

open

set of T%X

with

proper

convex

can represent f=a{Jb{F))＼v, F(BOX(U')

where

hull, and let /e

a{ici＼ra<BM))),V'dV.
Then

with

V

we

profile int(F'*a)

(in fact one

can find f^SM

such

U' is a i2‑tuboid
that SSfdV'

and

a(?＼Q)＼r.‑f=0.)
Summarizing
Theorem
Corollary

up the above results one gets:

1.14. Let P^<5X(V) then Pis a sheaf endomorphism
1.15. Let dQ

of ol(tc FqBm)＼v.
1

be analytic; then P is a sheaf endomorphism

of
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(Cq＼x)t*mx＼v‑
Proof.

Since (Cqix)t*mx is conically flabby (cf. [S‑Z]), then a: n^FaSu‑*

{Cq＼x)t%x is surjective. R
Remark
language

1.16. In describing the action of P over CM＼x one can replace the

of Ps by the language

Thus

let Xr

the canonical map.
intr*a.

We

be

of the ^‑topology (cf. [K‑S]).

the space X endowed
Let QjZdQq

be two

with the ^‑topology and 0r: X‑+Xr

f‑open

sets and

set V='mt(Q1＼Q0)X

have:

(1)

Ox=4>TlRrQlXQoR<j>r*Ox in D＼X;

(2)

<j)YlRrQlXQ0R(f)rjOx
i s a r{Dx'mtr*a,

By applying p.hom{ZM, ･)R<On＼x[n
According

V);
a r‑round set).

＼
t o both sides of (1) one gets the conclusion.

to a private communication

could be aoolied for Zm

<?x)‑module (DcX

by P. Schapira

the same

procedure

reolaced bv Zo.

2. Elliptic regularity at the boundary.
Let
P‑Q

P, Q

be

pseudodifferential operators in an open set Vat%X

and let

denote their formal composition (cf. [B‑S]).
If Q has negative order we have by [B‑S, Proposition 2.1.2] that

and hence
(2.1)

P‑Q=PoQ,

m(CQ]X)T*MX.

In particular if P is a pseudodifferential operator of positive order whose
cipal symbol

p never vanishes on V, we get:

(2.2)
To

prin‑

P is an isomorphism

of a(7r

this end one only needs to write 1=P‑P

1

irQ(^jt))v.

at any t*<=V and use (2.1) which

is valid since P'1 is of negative order.
We

remark

Assume

p^Q

that it would have been possible to get (2.2) without using (2.1).
in {z: ￨z‑je￨<r}x{C:

ICil^fcilCI}.

Take

k<mt

{ko/3, k1}

and let S, F, Us, UStV be defined as in section 1. Recall in particular that USil,
and UStVnU

are k―2s.%.v―pla.t,and recall that N(＼JvUs,v)n<T((Sfr＼Q)XjttM)

(i) For every F^OX(U)

there exists GSill(EOx(Usr＼USiV)so thatP2s^iVGii,v

―F. In fact this solution exists in a neighborhood
Cauchy‑Kovalevsky's

theorem

of Z$.j},vr＼Ushy

and then it extends to Usf^Us^

by [B‑S,
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Theoreme

2.5.4],

(ii) By a similar argument
Pin.t.vGi.v‑Pix.t.vG*.*'^
Reasoning

implies Gs,v‑Gs,v^Ox(Us,vr＼Us^nB')

as in the firstsection we can find a function G<BOx(Ur＼BT＼{z:

<b'p{x)}) such that G ― Gs.v^Ox(0x.vr＼B').

＼y＼

In particular

PSs^G‑F^Ox((＼JvUs,≫)r>B'),
with JJx.v defined as in Remark
(iii)If

G^OX{U),

1.4.

PSs,G<=Qx(U'),

b'p(x)} with F'ZDF,

U'Z)((S'r＼Q) + V

then G<^OX{U').

(Once

more

lF')^{z:

＼y＼<

U' is chosen, with‑

out loss of generality, so that U'r＼USiV is k― SSi^v―plat.)
Collecting these results (for different 5, F), one gets (2.2).
In fact let g^Fs+^T{SxMT%X,

(CQix)t*mX), /=int T*a (with S, Tas

above)

and let Pg=0.
Hence

g=b(G),

G^OX{U')

(W

as in (1.12) for S'mS,

FjtEOxiU'j) {U'j as in (1.12) with S'mS,
One

Pg=^jb(Fj),

FJai^I=0).

solves
Pz.Gj=Fj,

by (i)‑(ii).This
‑Rn)

F'jmFj,

F'mF),

Gj^Ox(U'jn{z:

gives b(Ps^G‑^jGj))=0;

＼y＼<b'jP{x)}r＼B')
hence

by (iii)(applied with

F'

we get:
b(G‑^Gj)=0
i

thus (2.2) is injective.
By (i)‑(ii)the surjectivity follows at once.
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